This critical edition presents the two versions of Elizabeth Tyrwhit's Morning and Evening Prayers to appear in print in the sixteenth century. First printed in 1574, Tyrwhit's prayer book was then included in a longer version, differently arranged, in Thomas Bentley's large compilation of devotional material, The Monument of Matrones, in 1582. Susan M. Felch prints both versions separately in her edition, allowing access to the full range of Tyrwhit's prayers and valuable comparison between their arrangements in the two Early Modern printed versions.
Elizabeth Tyrwhit served as a lady of the Privy Chamber for Queen Katherine Parr during the final years of Henry VIII's reign. She was a vital member of 'Parr's evangelical circle ' (p. 5) , at the vanguard of Lutheran-
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Parergon 26.1 (2009) influenced devotional reform in England. Felch's introductory material explores her relationship with Parr, as well as her less easy relationships after Parr's death with Thomas Seymour, Lady Jane Grey and the young Princess Elizabeth. Tyrwhit's 'commitment to the more aggressive forms of reformed Protestantism' (p. 7) is carefully teased out from the extant biographical and textual evidence, as Felch proves the devotional, literary and historical significance of Tyrwhit's prayer book. In establishing Tyrwhit as a prominent 'member of the first generation of reformers at court', Felch points out that her prayer book was printed in Bentley's Monument immediately after the works of the 'royal trinity', namely Queen Elizabeth, Katherine Parr, and Jane Grey Dudley (pp. 16-17).
Felch's introductory material includes a detailed section on the history of English private prayer books, a very useful explanation and exploration of this devotional genre and its social uses. (It is supplemented by a lovely photographic reproduction of the ornate cover to the 1574 volume, which gives readers a sense of the physical nature of these pocket-sized and muchused books.)
The materials Tyrwhit includes in her prayer book are set in the context of common sources, conventions and concerns, with Felch amply demonstrating that Tyrwhit's prayer book adheres to the Lutheran reformist culture of which its author was a part. Felch considers in the final section of her introduction the variances between the two printed versions of Tyrwhit's texts, arguing convincingly that the later version in Bentley's Monument is more likely to preserve the authorial agency of Tyrwhit herself. Her argument here is well evidenced and carefully nuanced, demonstrating a keen sense of questions of editorial framing and the reading and reception of women writers' texts that are of current interest to scholars. Felch's decision to print both versions of the prayers complete and separately from each other also attests to her consideration of these questions, and results in a resource which is of use to scholars with a wide range of interests, from female authorial agency through to wider cultural currents in which women participated and to which they contributed.
The texts themselves are presented in a clear, clean and accessible fashion, as we are coming to expect of this Ashgate series, The Early Modern Englishwoman 1500-1750. Light but sufficient annotations for the purposes of comprehension and interpretation (primarily definitions of words) are placed at the foot of each page, with more specialist notes of a textual variety being presented at the end of each complete text. The edition in this way meets the needs of student readers, for whom clarity is paramount, at the same time as it provides the information necessary for more specialist scholarly readers. A comprehensive table of contents is presented as an Appendix to both texts, allowing the reader to identify specific items by an editorial numbering system, and to compare items' presence and placement in the two Early Modern printed texts.
The material in Tyrwhit's texts will be of great interest to scholars not only of Early Modern women's writing, but also of devotion, devotional poetry, and the English Reformation. Tyrwhit's prayers, and the critical material supplied by Felch, provide evidence for the centrality of women to religious reform in sixteenth-century England, which has recently been argued for by Kimberly Coles (Religion, Reform and Women's Writing in Early Modern England, 2008 
